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The Negro represents a very important group in the field of do­
mestic and personal service work* This is evidenced in the many studies 
which have shown that more Negroes are concentrated in this field than 
any other racial group. The preponderance of Negroes in this occupation 
has contributed greatly to the stigma placed upon domestic and personal 
service work, rendering it unattractive to many highly trained indi­
viduals. Despite this fact, however, the Negro domestic servant plays 
an important role in the Texas economy. He occupies a particular niche 
in the hierarchy of economic endeavor. This niche is determined by the 
nature of his work. By virtue of these facts, it has been recognized 
that his place in the economy is of such significance as to warrant an 
investigation in his behalf, 
THEORETICAL STATEMENT AND RESEARCHES OF OTHER SCHOLARS 
Historical Background of Domestic Servicet Domestic service in 
its historical development has passed through particular stages of 
growth, dating from the collapse of feudalism to the post World War 
period. Like other forms of labor relations, domestic service evolved 
in Europe, incident to the evolution of modern capitalism and the change 
from serfdom to free labor.1 After the abolition of feudalism domestic 
Sutler, George, "The Black Worker in Industry, Agriculture, Do­
mestic and Personal Service", Journal of Negro Education. Vol. S, p. 
2 
service became the chief occupations of the poorest elements among free 
laborers. It was an occupation from which men withdrew in increased 
numbers and for which women and children from the poverty stricken rural 
country side were recruited. The occupation was considered of the 
lowest type,̂ -
Subsequently, it was introduced in America by indentured ser­
vants. During this colonial period the social chasm that formerly 
existed between the employer and employee greatly diminished, and the 
term "help" was used to replace the word "servant", thus lending more 
dignity to the work. 
In the South, Negro slave labor entirely displaced white labor 
and the status of the servant was more servile. In the North, due to 
immigration resulting from the Irish Famine of 1849 and the German 
revolution of I848, status for servants continued to decline. The 
faintly drawn class line changed into a caste line. The native born 
Americans feared to lose their social position by entering into compe­
tition with foreign labor. 
After the abolition of slavery, Negroes entered into domestic 
work in large numbers. The establishment of treaty relations between 
the United States and China opened the doors of immigration to Chinese 
coolies who found employment in domestic work in the far West. This 
infiltration of Negroes and foreigners into the occupation placed a 
strong social stigma upon domestic service. The word "servant" again 
Watson, Amy, "Domestic Service", Encyclopedia of the Social 
Sciences. Vol. V, p. 198. 
3 
came into general use, signifying one who performs menial labor.1 
The period after the industrial revolution is characterized by 
extensive employment of people in factories and a shortage of domestic 
servants in the North. With the employment of labor saving machinery 
the importance of household employment declined. There developed an 
increase in the amount of commercialized domestic service because of 
urbanization, apartment and hotel dwelling, the hiring of special serv­
ices and other similar reasons. 
The present use of the word nservant" has come not only from the 
almost exclusive employment of Negroes and foreigners, but also because 
of the increase of wealth, the growing class divisions, and the adoption 
2 of many European habits of living and thinking. 
In the evolution of domestic service, it cannot be overlooked 
that certain historical influences have affected its conditionsj that 
political revolutions have changed its personnel, and industrial develop­
ment its mobility.-' This background lays the foundation for fully in­
terpreting the problem at hand. 
Pioneer Studies? The first investigation of domestic service was 
made by Charles Booth in his famous study, "The Life and Labors of the 
Salmon, Lucy, Domestic Service. The MacMillan Company, New York, 
1911, p. 71. 
2 
Ibid., p. 71. 
3 
Ibid., p. 72. 
K 
People of London" in 1899. In the United States, Lucy M. Salmon of Vas-
sar College in 1897 undertook her pioneer social history of domestic 
service. Her work included the gathering of data from 2,000 employers 
and 700 workers. This study was the first to thrust aside such common 
place remedies for the situation as dependence on the golden rule and 
advocated the lessening rather than the increase of personal relations,̂ " 
In the same year the Domestic Reform League of the Women's Edu­
cational and Industrial Union of Boston made surveys of local conditions, 
opened a school for domestic workers and conducted an employment bureau 
which used a standard form of contract. This organization also stimu­
lated statistical surveys by the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of 
Labor and published for a time a quarterly bulletin.̂  
I. M. Rubinow, in his series of papers written between 1906 and 
1910, pointed out the futility of the effort made in training workers 
for an occupation in which skill was on the decline. More and more 
the skilled branches including care of children and the like were leav­
ing the home. He also attempted to make a study of the economic tend­
encies involved in domestic work. To accomplish this task he used a 
statistical technique, correlating the number in household employment 
with the increase in population and the number of families with the 
increase in public domestic and personal service and in other types of 
1 
Watson, Amy, "Domestic Service", Encyclopedia of the Social 
Sciences. Vol." V, p. 200. 
2 
Ibid., p. 200# 
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occupations,1 
The Y. W. C. A, was one of the first to begin a survey, on a 
national scale, of conditions in domestic service. Such studies have 
been continuously made by this organization. Many other organizations 
have made studies on domestic employment, A permanent committee on 
Employer-Employee Relationships in the Home was established in 1928, 
The purpose of this committee was to promote research and experimenta­
tion upon many pertinent questions referring to domestic service and 
domestic workers. 
Contemporary Studies? Mary Anderson, in her article, "The 
Plight of Negro Domestic Labor", depicts the disadvantages of domestic 
service for the Negro, She presents facts to show the invasion of 
whites into the occupation, causing wage reductions for Negroes and 
eventual displacement, 
George Butler in his article, "The Black Worker in Industry, 
Agriculture, Domestic and Personal Service", makes an analysis of the 
distribution of Negroes in the field over a period of years. He also 
goes into the working conditions, social status, and future trend of 
•a 
domestic work for the Negro. 
1 
Ibid., p. 72, 
2 
Anderson, Mary, "The Plight of Negro Domestic Labor", Journal, 
of Negro Education. Vol, V, p, 2# 
3 
Butler, George, "The Black Worker in Industry, Agriculture, 
Domestic and Personal Service", Journal of Negro Education, Vol. XIII, 
p. 425• 
6 
The article "Shifting Occupational Pattern", written by Hurlin 
and Givens, gives an account of the changes in domestic and personal 
service work between the years of 1920 and 1930, These changes show a 
decrease in the importance of household employment and an increase in 
the institutionalization of personal service,̂  
Ellen S* Woodard's study of household employment, published in 
the Journal of Home Economiesr represents a survey of the chief dif­
ficulties experienced in household employment as recognized by both 
employers and employees. The employers listed such items as lack of 
training, waste of food, glaring inefficiency of household, sullen and 
often defiant attitude of worker and many others. The employees' list 
composed such statements as: social stigma attached to household work, 
uncertain hours, loss of freedom, lack of clear definition of duties and 
many other such items,6 
Many other such studies have been made, but time and space pre­
cludes the possibility of making an account of these, however, one may 
conclude that research in the field of domestic and personal service 
is recent in development. The bulk of the material is to be found in 
contemporary magazines, bulletins, books and other literature. The 
subject matter of these studies is centered around training for employ­
ment, working conditions, hours of work, rates of pay, employer-employee 
1®irlin, R. G. and Givens, M. B., "Shifting Occupational Pat­
tern", Recent Social IraaflS, Vol. I, p. 269. 
2loodard, Ellen S., "Household Employment and W. P. A.," Journal 
of Home Economics, Vol, 28, p. 120. 
7 
relationships, raising status of worker, and many other circumstances 
attending the domestic worker. Practically all of these studies admit 
of the existence of the domestic servant as a personality type, pos­
sessing a particular status in the community, but until 1942, no such 
analysis had been made with regard to the Negro, and more specifically 
the Texas Negro. Dr. H. A. Bullock, Professor of Sociology at Prairie 
View College, made a study of the "Economic Position and Social Status 
of the Negro Domestic Servants of Texas". He sought to show the place 
the Negro domestic servant occupies in the minds of the people of their 
communities, their position in the economic scheme of things, and their 
status in the society in which they were apart. As an outgrowth of 
this investigation, the present study was evolved. Ihereas Professor 
Bullock dealt with both the ecological and the social aspect of do­
mestic service, this investigation shall be purely ecological in nature. 
GENERAL SETTING AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
Preliminary to the formal statement of the problem an analysis 
of the ecology, out of which this study emerges, is considered es­
sential by the writer. 
Ecological Background: Society, as we know, is composed of a 
group of heterogeneous personalities, possessing unlike abilities, but 
bound together by a homogeneity of wants. These wants are expressed in 
the pursuit of mankind for the maintenance of existence and obtained 
by establishing a functional relationship between the members of the 
population aggregate, to the extent that each may create a service that 
8 
the other might use. The result of this type of relationship is called 
symbiosis in society. 
Symbiosis among human beings as well as plants and animal« 
creates a pattern which Charles Darwin calls a "Web of Life". This is 
a figure of speech, indicating the ramifications of the threads of life, 
each dependent upon the other. Out of this pattern a division of labor 
complex is derived in the economy. Each division is weaving a thread 
in the ramifications of human life, and possesses a place or niche in 
the economy. 
Position in the economy is determined by the basic process 
operating in society - competition. Competition determines the spatial 
and sustenance positions of human beings. All life forms possess a 
particular place or point in the economy where they can live. Darwin 
states that life forms tend to overproduce their kind, causing a strug­
gle for existence, one competing with the other for a place in the 
economy. It is through competition that the survivors of this struggle 
find their particular niche or sustenance position in the economy. 
Human beings compete with each other for their place in the di­
vision of labor complex of the world economy for sustenance position# 
By sustenance position is meant that particular point in the economy 
where individuals of particular abilities can live. Domestic and per­
sonal service represents a unit in the division of labor complex, com­
posed of individuals possessing particular abilities. These individu­
als possessing particular abilities are competing among themselves 
and with others for a sustenance position in the economy. It is upon 
this hypothesis that a study of the "Sustenance Position of the Texas 
Economy" is posed. 
9 
Statement of the Problems Each individual has some particular 
duties to perform in the execution of his job. The attractiveness or 
unattractiveness of these duties, and the corresponding monetary com­
pensation derived, crystallize in the minds of the people a specific 
mental attitude toward the job. The result is that some jobs are con­
sidered less desirable than others. Despite this fact, however, the 
services performed by each regardless of their significance or insigni­
ficance are indispensable in the complex economic organization of 
society. Thus the person performing these functions became analogous 
to actors upon a stage, in that each plays a particular part or role in 
relation with others to obtain the universal objective of all men, that 
of getting a living. 
Because of these facts this study shall be built around three 
specific questions: 
1. What is the functional role played by Negro servants in 
the Texas Economy? 
2. What is the nature of the symbiotic relations between the 
Negro Domestic servants and others in the economy? 
3. To what extent is the Negro Domestic servant experiencing 
vertical mobility? 
The answer to these questions will portray the sustenance 
position held by Negro domestic servants of Texas. Before going into 
an analysis of this problem, it is necessary that certain terms be de­
fined for the purpose of clarity. 
The term sustenance position is used in referring to that par­
ticular point in the economy where individuals of particular abilities 
10 
can live* 
$jr economy of an area is meant a functional interrelationship 
of people when they exist in a pattern or work unity* It is a complex 
of division of labor activities® 
Symbiotic relations refers to the living together of human beings 
of unlike abilities and biological make-up to the extent that they are 
useful to each other. This term implies the existence of individuals 
in a division of labor complex based on difference of ability and bio­
logical make up® 
The term functional role is used to describe the parts that in­
dividuals play as members of the economy® 
The term niche is used to indicate the particular point occupied 
by individuals by virtue of their ability to do particular tasks® 
Vertical mobility is a term used to describe the movement of in­
dividuals from one occupational bracket to another® 
The term domestic servant shall be used as a specific term and 
personal service as a generic term® Personal service then is defined 
as gainful work involving the creation of services or utilities by in­
dividuals for specific individuals where personal contact is immediate 
and direct. When thase services are created in private homes, TO call 
them domestic services; when they are created by individuals as members 
of the employed personnel of a commercial institution, they are called 
institutional services® All persons who are engaged in the gainful 
creation of personal services for members of private families will be 
referred to as domestic servants* All persons who are engaged in the 
gainful creation of personal services for members of the general popu— 
. lation as members of the employed personnel of a commercial institution 
will be called institutional servants. Thus on the basis of this def­
inition the following types or classes of domestic servants ah«n be in­
cluded in the study:̂  
1. Boarding and lodging house keepers 
2. Boot blacks 
3. Charwoman and cleaners 
4. Hotel keepers and managers 
5. Janitors of private homes 
6. Launderers (not in laundry) 
7. Maids (in hotels, boarding houses, stores, private 
homes) 
8. Porters (except in stores) 
9. Restaurant, cafes, and lunch room keepers 
10. Cooks (of all types) 
11. Waiters (of all types) 
12. Yardmen (of private homes) 
13• All other domestic and institutional servants correspond­
ing to our definition 
These classes of workers represent household and institutional 
servants. 
Significance of Problem* A study of this nature may be useful 
in that it contributes to the body of information already in existence. 
It represents a pioneer study in the field of literature dealing with 
Negro domestic service in Texas. No other study has attempted to show 
the sustenance position held by the Negro domestic worker in the Texas 
economy. Employment agencies, schools, colleges and other civic 
organizations, may be benefited by the findings of this investigation. 
It is possible that further research may develop out of this study 
1 Bullock, H. A., Proceedings of the l^th Educationai^g^gaaSa^ 
Prairie View State College, Prairie View, Texas, 1942, Unpublished 
manuscript. 
or that such a study may be instituted in other states or on a national 
scale* To the individual worker this study shows a picture of his 
niche in the Texas economy* Hie result may serve as an incentive ex­
pressing itself in the attempt of the Negro to contribute toward lend­
ing more dignity to the occupation for his racial group. 
Scope of the Problem: This study is necessarily limited in 
scope. Its limitations are imposed by the definitions of terms as to 
time period to be covered, area to be covered, and subjects to be in­
cluded. It represents a horizontal rather than longitudinal study. 
Domestic service shall be analyzed only on the basis of the time of 
investigation, which we consider the present. Therefore, generali­
zations of this study shall be made with regard to six areas of Texas. 
These areas include Dallas, San Antonio, Houston, Ft. Worth, Athens, 
Brenham, and Lodi-Linden. The unit of investigation will be the in­
dividual domestic worker.̂  
Method and Its Critical Evaluation: The method used in this 
problem is rather systematic and evolutionary in development. It 
centers around the selection of the areas to be studied, the data to 
be used, the origination of schedules of investigation, and the number 
of cases to be obtained from the areas. As the census report for 1930 
shows that a great percentage of Negroes are concentrated in large 
cities, and because of the number of field workers available for these 
Bullock, H. A., Op. Cit., Unpublished Manuscript. 
13 
corresponding areas, the majority of the cases are taken from large 
cities in Texas. The data selected were made in the light of the 
questions posed. The answers to these questions, which the data seek 
to give, are considered necessary in the development of the hypothesis 
stated. These data were listed in outline form, categorized and sys­
tematically arranged in the form of a schedule. The items were so 
arranged as to present a form capable of being easily executed in in­
vestigation. Hie number of cases was selected on the basis of the 
size of the area. 
The utility of the schedule was tested before use in the 
field. Field workers were selected from the areas to be studied on 
the basis of their fitness for the work. 
The weaknesses inherent in this study may be attributed to 
the use of unpaid field workers, lacking the experience and training 
necessary for making a purely scientific investigation. Because the 
number of cases from large cities greatly exceeds those from small 
towns, one may question the findings as representing conditions 
typical of Texas. It has been proved, with a high rate of efficiency, 
that a sample of the whole may present characteristics that are sufficient­
ly typical of the whole as to insure reliability of generalizations. In 
view of this fact, whatever generalizations are made, the reader must 
keep in mind that they are based upon a sample of Negro domestic ser­
vants of six selected areas of Texas. 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF TEE PROBLEM 
The subject matter included in this Chapter shall be developed along 
four lines. First, the characteristic features of domestic service shall 
be presented. Second, an analysis shall be made of the functional role 
of domestic servants. Third, the symbiotic relationships between domestic 
servants and other members of the economy shall be examined. And fourth. 
analysis shall be made of the vertical mobility of domestic servants 
within his particular niche. 
CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF DOMESTIC SERVICE 
There are certain features associated with domestic service that 
characterize it from other occupational groups. It occupies a particular 
place in the occupational and sexual patterns of Texas. It possesses a 
unique composition as a result of the changing trends of modem society, 
and its workers can be identified. Let us examine these features. 
Position of Domestic Service in Occupational Pattern: Domestic 
service is one of the major fields of work in which Texas Negroes are 
engaged. The place domestic service holds in the occupational pattern 
becomes significant only when compared with other occupations. These 
fields of endeavor are arranged by rank as shown by Chart 1. 
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CHART 1 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE OCCUPATIONS OF 
NEGROES IN TEXAS, 1930 
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As we descend the lines of the Chart the per cent of persons em­
ployed in the various occupations decreases sharply after leaving the 
manufacturing group. Eighty-five per cent of the working population are 
employed in three occupations. In a hierarchical arrangement, agricul­
ture ranks first, domestic service second, and manufacturing third. The 
distribution of persons within these occupations is 43» 29, and 14 per 
cent respectively. Agriculture refers to the bulk of the rural popu­
lation, whereas domestic service, manufacturing and other industries are 
products of the city. Therefore, domestic service ranking second in the 
whole occupational pattern, may rank first in areas characterized as 
16 
cities or urban districts. 
Females are more frequently found in domestic service than are males. 
This fact is illustrated by Chart 2. 
CHART 2 
FERCANTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE OCCUPATIONS OF 
TEXAS NEGROES BY SEX, 1930 
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Over one-half or 63 per cent of the female workers are employed in 
domestic service in contrast to only 11 per cent males. Analysis of the 
occupations listed in the Chart above show females to be employed in 
greater numbers in domestic service, agriculture and professional service, 
whereas a greater number of males is employed in agriculture, manufactur­
ing and domestic service. Domestic service then, ranking first in the 
occupational pattern of females* ranks third in that of males. 
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In summary, 29 per cent of the working population are employed in 
domestic servicej this field holds second place in the occupational pat— 
tern of Texas j and finally a greater number of women are employed in this 
field than are men* 
Divisions of Domestic Service} Domestic service is divided into 
two types of work, private and institutional. Private work was the first 
type of domestic service to appear in the economy. The characteristics 
of private service have undergone very few changes since its origin* 
Work of this type is seldom specialized, because in many instances one 
servant performs a variety of tasks in the home. With respect to domestic 
service as an occupational classification, George Butler says: 
Its peculiarity lies in its distinction from the other forms of 
labor, which have become less personalized rather than more so and 
have been removed from the home and consolidated into marketable 
commodities and services.1 
Therefore, the work of private service remains highly personal in as much 
as the servant often comes into intimate contact with his employer. Very 
often a bond of affection and loyalty is established between the two as a 
result of many years of service and constant association. A large number 
of the economic functions of the home are placed into the hands of pri­
vate workers j their occupations have to do with household operation and 
caring for the personal comforts and well being of others. 
Social changes occurring in the economy within the last two decades 
B̂utler, George, "The Black Worker in Industry, Agriculture and 
Domestic and Personal Service", Journal of Negro Education, Vol 8, 
P. 425* 
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have given rise to a new type of domestic service. According to ffiir-Hn 
and Givens: 
The modern American shows growing preference for many servants 
rather than a few, but he prefers them to be specialists, desires 
few on a full time basis, and seeks an increasing variety of per­
sonal services away from home.3-
An increased number of hotels, restaurants, cafes, and other public 
institutions, accompanied by a variety of workers has been ushered in to 
meet this change. The increased use of railway transportation has caus­
ed many Negroes to be employed in order that they might cater to and 
provide comforts for the vast number of persons who daily make use of 
trains. Out of this commercialization of services, the institutional 
type of work came into existence. Domestic service is therefore charac­
terized by two types of work, private and institutional. 
Despite the trend toward commercialization of services in insti­
tutions, the number of private workers exceeds the number of institution­
al workers. A study of 1,583 workers included in this investigation, 
showed that 60 per cent of the domestic workers are private and AO per 
cent are institutional. Private service then remains the dominant type 
of domestic service. 
Sub-Classification of Workers t The divisions of domestic service 
selects the class of workers they can use. A sub-classification of 
private and institutional types of work shows that six classes of workers 
are included in each type of service. Inspection of Chart 3 will in 
1aurltn, E. a., and Givens, M. B., "Shifting Occupational Patterns", 
Recent Social Trends. Vol. I, p» 268. 
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dicate that 87 per cent of the 953 private workers studied are employed 
as maids etc.*, cooks, and laundresses, From a total of 630 institution­
al workers 50 per cent are employed as porters etc. and waiters etc. 
CHART 3 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 1,593 TEXAS NEGRO 
PRIVATE AND INSTITUTIONAL WORKERS 













Whereas the greater per cent of private workers are employed as 
maids etc., the greater per cent of institutional workers are employed 
as porters etc. Maids and cooks held first and second {daces in pri­
vate work but they ranked third and fourth in institutional work. These 
differences substantiate the idea that the type of occupation selects 
the type of worker it can use. 
Identification of Domestic Worker: The domestic servant is a 
*Maids etc. include nurse maids, day workers, charwomen, an 
maids in private service. Porters etc. include bell boys, re caps, 
and porters. Waiters etc. include waitresses, bus boys, and waiters. 
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personality type, he possesses certain characteristics that distinguish 
him from other individuals. He represents a certain age and sex level, 
marital status, educational and income level, and possesses a particular 
type of home tenure. 
Another evidence of the fact that domestic service selects the 
type of worker it can use is the age levels characteristic of domestic 
service. The domestic servant represents a relatively young age group. 
Chart 4 shows that the greatest per cent of workers are found between 
the ages of 20 and 24 years. 
CHART 4 
AGE AND SEX DISTRIBUTION OF 1,551 TEXAS NEGRO 
DOMESTIC SERVANTS 
Beyond the 20 to 24 age level the contours of the pyramid do not 
vary to any great extent between the sex groups. Although the ages 
ranged from 15 to 75 years the average age for both male and female is 
34 years. The age of the domestic workers varied however, by sex, this 
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is evidenced by the fact that the average age of males is 33 years and 
that of females is 35 years. 
Domestic service is characterized by the inclusion of a larger 
number of married persons than of any other marital group. Chart 5 shows 
that of a total of 1,545 workers, over one-half or 59 per cent consists of 
married persons, 22 per cent of single persons, and 11 per cent of widow­
ed persons. 
CHART 5 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 1,545 TEXAS NEGRO DOMESTIC 
SERVANTS ACCORDING TO MARITAL STATUS 
The existence of a large number of married persons in domestic 
service may be due to the fact that husbands and wives often desire to 
work together on a job, and many married women are forced to seek employ­
ment in domestic service in order to supplement their husband's income. 
The institutional worker is more highly trained than the private 
worker. Analysis of the educational levels of the two types of work 
showed that 45 per cent of the 725 private workers studied represent 
grade school level, whereas, 56 per cent of the 528 institutional workers 
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studied represent: high school lee*. Ohsrt 6 indicates these facts. 
CHART 6 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 1,253 TEXAS NEGRO INSTITUTIONAL 
AND PRIVATE WORKERS BI EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 
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After leaving the grade school level, a greater per cent of workers 
in the higher levels of education are institutional rather than private. 
Sixty-one per cent of the institutional workers are on high school level 
or above and only 56 per cent of the private workers are found on high 
school level or above. It is of interest to note the number of persons 
who have received vocational training. This shows a tendency toward 
specialized training in the field of domestic work. Cooking schools have 
been opened, adult classes are sponsored, W,P»A» and N.Y.A. projects 
train workers for domestic service, high schools have cooperated, and 
colleges offer two year trade courses for specialized training. 
The institutional worker is not only more highly trained than the 
private worker, but he is also more highly paid. The weekly wages received 
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by all domestic workers range from one dollar and fifty cents to thirty-
five dollars. The average weekly wage received by domestic servants is 
nine dollars* The mean income of institutional workers is fifteen dollars 
in contrast with the seven dollars for private workers. This difference 
of wages may be due to any number of reasons. The work of the institu­
tional servant is more specialized! it may call for more skill in per­
formance or a higher degree of training. His wages may be a result of 
collective action in bargaining. The nature of private work on the other 
hand precludes the possibility of collective bargaining for higher wages; 
it is unspecialized and unstandardized. 
The type of tenure most characteristic of domestic servants is 
renting. Forty-nine per cent of 1,433 workers studied comprise the rent­
ing group and 30 per cent of this number comprise the owned group. The 
preponderance of renters over the other forms of home tenure as illustrat­
ed by Chart 7 may be due to the fact that renting is a phenomenon of city 
life. 
CHART 7 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 1,433 TEXAS NEGRO 




The majority of domestic workers are found in cities; hence because 
of the low income received, renting becomes more convenient than buying. 
The small per cent of persons living with their employers may be attri­
buted to the social stigma placed upon living in "servant's quarters". 
In summary, one may say that the domestic servant is relatively a young 
worker, 33 years old for males and 35 years old for females. He repre­
sents a married group, possesses a high school education, an average 
weekly income of nine dollars, and represents a renting group. 
THE FUNCTIONAL ROLE OF DOMESTIC SERVANTS 
Significance and Index of Roles: Like members of other occupational 
groups, the domestic servant possesses a particular role in the economy 
that is essential in the functioning of the economy as a whole. His 
role is one of service. He creates specific services for other individ­
uals for which he receives pay in return. In the economy the service role 
of domestic servants, like any other role played by members of the re­
maining occupational groups, has a place or niche where it can funtion 
and be utilized to the advantage of everyone concerned. 
If people were self sufficient, there would be no need for a di­
vision of labor, and incidentally, a domestic servant. But the economy 
is increasingly becoming more interdependent. A premium is being placed 
upon specialization. The more highly one is specialized in his training 
and work the more highly paid he becomes. Therefore, as the underlying 
forces of human society are manifesting themselves in universal interde­
pendence, every phase or part of the economy is affected by this change. 
LIBRARY 
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Consequently, each individual becomes a personality. He has a part to 
play that is essential to the whole. Domestic servants act as interde-
dependent units playing specific roles in the process of creating 
services for others. 
An index of one's role is obtained by an analysis of one's 
function or what he does for pay. The tasks of domestic servants are 
many. However, they may be classified and grouped under five headings. 
First, he may perform equipment tasks consisting of repairing and re­
placing certain types of machinery, electrical appliances and other 
tools of equipment. Second, he may perform attendance tasks, calling for 
the care of furnace and heating, ventilation and safety and payment of 
bills such as grocery, milk, light, gas, and others. Third, the domestic 
worker may perform food ta3ks, wherein his work would involve preparation 
of food either in part or in full. Thi3 means that some servants only 
prepare certain portions or courses of the meal, some prepare meals that 
are planned by employers, and others assume the full responsibility for 
the planning and preparation of food. Fourth, the domestic servant may 
perform service tasks consisting of care of luggage, serving of food, 
supplying of ice water and other types of services. Fifth, his task may 
involve the care of children, which may be merely custodial or custodial 
and disciplinary in nature. Many employers refuse to permit their ser­
vants to reprimand or discipline the behavior of their children} thus 
the job of the worker becomes merely custodial in nature. On the oth 
hand, employers instruct their servants to not only care fo* the 
but also guide and direct his behavior. Within these five categories 
lies the work of domestic servants, both private and institutional. 
26 
Each of the nine classes of domestic servants studied performed 
certain tasks within the five categories as shown by Table I. The points 
or centers of concentration of the per cent distribution of tasks serve 
as an index to the role of the servant. (See Table I on next page.) 
Identification of Role: The role maids play in the economy is one 
of general service, food and child care. Of a total of 630 maids 29 per 
cent perform food tasks; 15 par cent of this number assume the full 
responsibility for food preparation, the other 11 per cent only assuming 
partial responsibility. Of the 25 per cent engaged in general child 
care, 15 per cent had custodial and disciplinary tasks. The remaining 
10 per cent had custodial tasks only. The large number of maids perform­
ing child care services is attributed to the fact that nurse maids are 
classified within the general maid group. These figures show that the 
maid'3 role is a general one, A servant may be employed in the home as 
maid, yet she performs many other duties: such as caring for the house, 
cooking, caring for the children, and in some case3 act as chauffeur. 
The training of private maids must be general in nature because the in­
creased demands of her necessitates knowledge of a variety of tasks. 
The work of institutional maids, unlike the private maid, is more spe­
cialized, It centers chiefly around cleaning tasks alone. 
The role of cooks is one of food preparation, attendance and general 
service. Over one half or 55 per cent of the 559 cooks studied, per­
formed food tasks; 16 per cent of this number performed attendance tasks, 
end 16 per cent performed general service tasks. The attendance tas 
these workers consist primarily in the payment of bills. Many cooks are 
27 
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granted full authority over the kitchen. The planning of meals, purchas­
ing of groceries and supplies, preparation of food and payment of bills 
become their duties. The service tasks of this worker is mainly con­
cerned with the serving of food. The work of cooks like that of maids is 
general, but to a lesser degree. 
Porters are primarily institutional workers; their role is one of 
attendance, service and equipment. Forty-one per cent of the 263 workers 
studied are found to perform attendance tasks, 32 per cent of which in­
volved facilities and 9 per cent the payment of bills. It is the duty 
of railway porters to attend to the heating and ventilation facilities 
of trains. The same is true among porters employed at various hotels 
and buildings. Included within the classification of porters are those 
workers who serve as bell boys and red caps. The duties of these ser­
vants consist of care of luggage and such general services to customers 
as serving food, running errands and the like. This accounts for the 
fact that 35 per cent of the porters perform service tasks. It was the 
duty of 14. per cent of the 23 per cent performing equipment tasks, to 
make repairs and 9 per cent to make replacements of equipment. 
The role waiters play is one of service and food. A study was 
made of the 171 waiters included in this investigation. Of this num­
ber 68 per cent show that they perform service tasks, and 22 per cent 
perform food tasks. The waiter and the waitress are customarily servers 
of food. Whereas the waiter is commonly found in hotels and large night 
clubs; the waitress is most frequently found in small cafes, drive-ins, 
and night clubs. Bus boys are also classified as waiters. The 19 per 
cent whose duty is to prepare food in part, may be explained by the fact 
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that the job of bus boys and some waiters and waitresses in —n con­
cerns often extends to the kitchen, aiding the cook. In other instances, 
the preparation of short orders is included in the duties of certain 
types of waiters employed at large hotels and other places. 
There were only 26 laundresses included in this check. Their 
role, as we know, centers around the reconditioning of clothes. But 
attending her job are certain other tasks such as service tasks, child 
care and equipment tasks. Very often laundresses who do their work at 
the home of the employer must perform certain service tasks in addition 
to her laundering. She may wash the dishes, serve food, or clean house. 
Her duties may also include caring for children, which accounts for 12 
per cent being engaged in child care. The equipment tasks of laundresses 
consist primarily of replacement of tools as evidenced by the 12 per 
cent undertaking this task in contrast to the U per cent making repairs. 
As laundering is a home industry, domestic servants must assume the 
responsibility of "«Trtng any repairs and replacements necessary to 
carry on their work. 
Chauffeurs possess a role of service and attendance. The 103 
chauffeurs studied Indicated that 41 per cent perform service tasks 
am 40 per cent perform attendance tasks, the worker of this class, like 
the cook am maid, is often a general servant) in addition to his Job of 
driving, he must care for the yard, assist in the kitchen, go on errand, 
for the employer and other forms of service. This accounts for the 21 
per cent mho perform 'other- service tasks. Because the chauffeur must 
act in the capacity of butler or .alter, serving food is the duty of 
19 per cent of them. Oaring for the furnace in .inter and ventilation 
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facilities in summer are included in the duties of 19 per cent of the 
chauffeurs. An additional 17 per cent oust attend to the payment of 
bills. 
The role of janitors is essentially one of attendance and equipment. 
Over one half or 59 per cent of the U janitors studied, perform attend­
ance tasks; of this number £8 per cent attend to facilities and 11 per 
cent to the payment of bills. Coach cleaners are included in this study 
as janitors. It is their duty to make repairs on equipaent and attend 
to the facilities of trains before its departure. This may account 
for the fact that 34 per cent of the porters perform equipaent tasks. 
Like the janitor the role of the yardman is one of attendance 
and equipaent maintenance. Of the 43 yardmen studied 42 per cent 
perform attendance tasks and 35 per cent perform equipaent tasks. The 
yardman is very often considered the "handy man" around the home of 
the employer. % is called upon to make repairs and replacements of 
equipment, to pay bills, attend to heating, ventilation or other facili-
ties, to perform general service tasks around the home. 
Hie remaining 29 persons classified as "others" consist of butlers, 
elevator boys, boot blacks, etc. Their roles vary; 35 par cent perform 
service tasks, 31 per cent perform equipment tasks and 31 per cent perform 
attendance tasks. 
The role of each domestic servant is thu3 identified. It has been 
pointed out that the role private servants play is general in nature 
whereas that of institutional workers is more specific. Each type of 
worker is characterised by the performance of certain duties that dis­
tinguishes his role from that of other servants. 
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The parts played by the domestic servants studied stands out 
more clearly when each of the five functions are arranged in a 
hierarchical pattern according to the class of servant most frequently 
found performing that function. 
QfWaj Child Caret Of the several types of workers performing 
child care tasks, Chart 8 shows this to be the function primarily 
of maids and cooks. 
CHART 8 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 218 TEXAS NEGRO DOJESTIC 
SERVANTS ACCORDING TO CIASS OF SERVANT 
AND TYPE OF WORK 
ifrHdp performed 67 per cent of the custodial tasks and 72 per cent 
of the custodial »nd disciplinary tasks. Next in rank are cooks who 
perform 26 per cent of the custodial tasks and 25 per cent of the cus­
todial and disciplinary tasks. This shows that maids and cooks function 
as the primary care agents in this study. 
Food Tasks: A study of the 518 servants performing food tasks 
shows that cooks, maids, and waiters stand out as the agents assuming 
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this function. Cooks assume over one half of this function, performing 
69 per cent of the full preparation of food and 41 per cent of the 
partial preparation of food as shown by Chart 9. 
CHART 9 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 5IB TEXAS NEGRO DOMESTIC 
SERVANTS ACCORDING TO CUSS OF SERVANT 
AND TIFE OF TASK 
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Because maids are considered as general servants, they perform 
36 per cent of the tasks of preparing food in part. Waiters whose 
classification also includes bus boys, waitresses, perform 18 per 
cent of the partial preparation of food. Although chauffeurs seldom 
have the full responsibility of preparing food, 4*3 P®r cea* îea 
are shown to assist or contribute toward the preparation of food. 
Service Ihaks: lb varying degrees service tasks of some 
, , rv 4-voe of servant included in this study, variety are performed by every type ox sta 
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The Chart below is a graphie representation of this fact. 
CHART 10 
HSRGENTAGB DISTRIBUTION CF 562 NEGRO DOMESTIC 
SERVANTS ACCORDING TO CIASS CP SERVANT 
AND TYPE OF TASK 
2Z) 
Of the 296 servants found performing food service tasks, 38 per 
cent of these servants include maids, 27 per cent waiters, and 17 per 
cent cooks* Maids are found to perform the second highest per cent 
of the food preparation tasks, but they perform the highest per cent 
of the food service tasks* Although the waiter is traditionally a 
server of food, he ranks second in the performance of food service 
This may be explained by the fact that almost twice as many maids are 
included in this study as waiters* 
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The general or "other" service function takes on a slightly 
different pattern. An analysis of the 266 servants performing this 
function show that maids perform 28 per cent, porters perform 23 per 
cent and cooks perform 15 per cent of these tasks. The general nature 
of the jobs of maids and cooks account for the large number performing 
general service tasks. Porters are essential general service agents 
because their work consists of rendering services of a general type 
whether it is carrying luggage, running errands, or cleaning shoes. 
In conclusion the service functions comprise a wide variety of tasks, 
calling into play a number of different workers to perform them. 
Taskst Every class of servant with the exception of 
laundresses is represented in the performance of attendance tasks as 
shown by Chart 11 below* 
CHART 11 
IERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF IM TEXAS NEGRO DOMESTIC 
SERVANTS ACCORDING TO CUSS CF SERVANT 
AND TYffi OF TASK 
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As laundering here is considered a home project, the attendance 
tasks of laundresses become their personal responsibility and not 
that of the employer. 
Of the 177 servants attending to the payment of bills, 32 per 
cent of these servants are cooks, 31 per cent are maids, and 13 per 
cent are porters. The general role of cooks and maids again becomes 
significant. Not only do they assume a large share of the food prep­
aration and child care tasks, but they also assume a greater share of 
the attendance of bills. 
The task of attending to facilities was performed by 267 servants; 
32 per cent of these are porters, 32 per cent are maids, 12 per cent 
are cooks, and 8 per cent are janitors. The role porters play in the 
economy is one of attendance, the same is true of janitors. Maids and 
cooks perform a variety of tasks which attending to bills and facilities 
comprise a large part. These facts account for the large number of 
cooks, maids, porters, and janitors performing attendance functions 
over the other type of servants. 
Equipment Tasks: With the exception of waiters, each class of 
domestic service is represented in the equipment function. A differ­
ent picture is portrayed by this function, as a different type of serv­
ant assumes precedence in the performance of the equipment task in com­
parison with the preceding functions studied. Whereas maids, cooks, 
and waiters were dominant in the other types of functions, they fall in 
the lower brackets of the hierarchical arrangement of servants perform­
ing equipment tasks. 
Forty-three per cent of the eighty-four servants studied, per­
forming repairing tasks are porters, eighteen per ce n t of them 
are janitors and 11 per cent are yardmen, shown by Chart 12 below. 
CHART 12 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 147 TEXAS NEGRO DOMESTIC 
SERVANTS ACCORDING TO CLASS OF WORK 
AND TYRE OF WORK 
So 
A total of 63 servants perform replacement tasks; of this number 
porters performed 38 per cent, cooks 21 per cent, maids 11 per cent, and 
chauffeurs 9 per cent of these tasks. The roles of these servants account 
for their place in the performance of equipment tasks. 
From this analysis one may conclude that domestic servants function 
iu. accordance to their roles in the economy. These roles become prominent 
*hen analysis is made of each function, wherein the part played by each 
domestic servant when compared with others performing the same function 
becomes distinct. Although these roles vary, when taken as a functional 
unity a variety of servant roles is called into play in the performance 
°f a particular task. Therefore, the functional role of each domestic 
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servant is tied up with that of every other domestic servant in the economy; 
each acts as interdependent parts functioning as one compact unity in the 
creation of services for others. 
SYMBIOTIC RELATIONS BETWEEN DOMESTIC SERVANTS AND 
OTHERS IN THE ECONOMY 
The term symbiosis in society is used in referring to the division 
of labor complex and the interrelativeness of the parts of the economy. 
Each part is functionally bound and dependent upon the function of the 
other. The destiny of one part is tied up and determined by the destiny 
of the other. Therefore, any change occurring in the part will necessarily 
affect the whole and vice versa. It thereby becomes of importance to 
analyze the symbiotic relations between domestic servants and others in 
the economy with thom they are functionally bound. This analysis shall 
be made first, on the basis of the interrelation of domestic service 
and other occupational groups; second, on the basis of the interrelation 
of domestic servants and non-domestic servants; and third, on the basis 
of the interrelation of domestic servants and with other domestic ser­
vants. 
Interrelation of Domestic Service and Other Occupational Qroups: 
The field of domestic service exists as an interdependent part of the oc­
cupational pattern of the economy. It is likewise susceptible to those 
forces affecting the pattern as a whole. 
Recent changes of the past decade have been revealed in a changing 
occupational pattern. Every decade has produced a change in the quality 
and diversity of occupations due to changes in technology, volume of 
production, consumptive habits, marketing, techniques, prices, wages, 
income, and purchasing power. A constantly increasing number of highly 
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differentiated occupations has been a leading feature of this shifting 
work pattern of the population. These changes bring a continual increase 
in the interdependence of the parts of the occupational pattern. A 
change in any one occupation affects the whole economic machine. 
Between the years of 1900 and 1930 there was a sharp decline in 
the number of persons engaged in agricultural pursuits. People from 
rural areas deserted their farms and migrated to the city in large num­
bers, seeking employment. As a result the occupational balance was dis­
turbed. The decline in the basic occupation supplying the nation with 
its food "stuffs and raw materials caused the occupational pattern to 
contract at its base and expand in the remaining fields of endeavor. 
Every occupational group increased in number between these years because 
of the influx of the additional labor supply. 
Domestic service between the years of 1890 and 1910 had been on 
the decline, but between 1920 and 1930 marked signs of increase were 
shown. This increase may be due to the shift of workers from agricul­
ture to domestic service. As many of the tasks of domestic service 
require no specific skill in performance, and as these farm workers 
sought employment in unskilled and semi-skilled occupations, there is 
reason to believe that they occasioned the increase in domestic service 
at this time. 
The interrelation of occupational groups is thereby revealed. 
A change in one necessarily produced a change in the other. 
Interrelation of Domestic Servants and Non-Domestic Servants t 
Not only is there a marked interrelation between the structure of 
domestic service and other occupational groups, but also bet 
fflsstic servants and non-domestic servants. Each creates a function 
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or service that the other am use. The erlsteooo of one doternlneo the 
existence of the other* 
The tradesman end the clerk of today are dependent npon the flo, of 
physical goods from shops and factories and therefore upon the maintenance 
of the purchasing power of the community. In turn, the Industrial worker 
is dependent upon the well being of his fellows and of others in the 
population who must buy the product of his industry if he is to remain 
employed. Likewise, the work of the domestio servant is dependent upon 
the flow of income received by the industrial worker and other members 
of the population who must purchase his services if he is to maintain 
a living. 
Productive industry cannot distribute its own products and the 
commercially occupied population cannot directly satisfy its own phy-
2 
sical needs* Likewise, the domestic servant cannot consume his own 
services and gain a profitable living. Each must depend upon the other 
for their particular needs* They are dependent physically and financially 
npon the work of others and upon the maintenance of their buying capacity. 
A greater proportion of the urban population is filling the ranks 
of white collar workers. Publie service occupations have extended their 
scope to the inclusion of civil service workers* The demand for clerical, 
as *ell as professional workers has increased. Married women as well as 
single women are increasingly seeking employment outside of the home. 
Hurlin, R. G. and Givens, M. B., "Shifting Occupational Patterns," 




One's social status is still determined by the extent to which the wife 
has to assume the tasks of household operations. As a result of the 
operation of these faotors there develops the need for agents to assume 
the economic functions of the home. 
As our economy is based upon a monetary system of exchange, the 
need for money is felt by every person in the economy. The domestic 
servant equipped with the ability and knowledge of performing service 
tasks needs money in order that he might maintain his existence and 
comfort. As a result he enters into a symbiotic unity with the other 
members of the economy, performing service tasks for which he receives 
monetary compensation in return. The wider the circulation of money, 
the more secure is his job. The more limited the circulation of money, 
the more insecure is his Job, as illustrated by previous depressions 
and times of economic stress, when the domestic servant was the first 
to be fired, thus, first to feel the effects of the change. 
Interrelation of Domestic ServaaM DgagS&g Sggaa&* Withia 
the field of domestic service there exists a distinct interrelationship 
of workers. The type of interrelation is of such nature that the layman 
mould ordinarily cast aside as being insignificant. The services each 
readers for the other very often fall outside the realm of his particul 
Job. 
Private servants are customarily generalised servants. It is 
common to find only one servant employed in the homej seldom are 
more than two. It, therefore, becomes imperative for this servant 
^form a variety of tasks around the heme. Where more than one worker 
is employed the servants usually consist of general maid and yar 
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cook and maid, general maid and chauffeur. The yardman may m*>Y« 
special efforts to help the general maid in some of her more strenuous 
tasks. She may in return prepare a special dish for his meals or give 
him a slice of cake. Where a maid and cook are employed in the home# 
one may help the other with her tasks and thereby succeed in getting 
off from work earlier. In order to get a whole day off with pay, the 
two may alternate in assuming the total responsibility of both jobs 
for one day per week. When a dinner party or other social function 
is given in the home of the employer, the chauffeur may help the cook 
or general maid prepare certain portions of the food. She in turn may 
aid him in the serving of the food and answering bells. Afterwards, he 
may help her with the dishes and she may set aside portions of each 
course served during the meal for him. Other similar services are 
rendered between private servants when working together. Although th® 
services performed by these servants for each other are considered simple, 
they nevertheless, show the degree to which these servants act as one. 
However, the general nature of the work together with th© scarcity of 
other workers employed in private homes, decreases the possibility of 
interrelationship and interdependence of workers. 
Unlike private work, institutional work is more complex and 
regulated. Its workers are necessarily more interdependent. It is 
very common to find over 300 employers working at one partlc il 
tablishment, performing specialised tasks, la many instances 
tent of their interrelativeness sill determine the amount of money ea 
earns and how well he gets along on the job. 
Using a large hotel as a unit of investigation, we may find a 
j -nacialised tasks. hotel 
variety of domestic workers employed to do spe 
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staff will include such domestic workers as bell boys, porters, maids, 
cooks, room service waiters, and dining room waiters. 
The bell boys are organised under the supervision of a head bell 
boy, whose duty is to assume the responsibility for their proper 
functioning. It is the duty of the bell boy to keep the lobby clean, 
serve ice water, cigarettes, papers, magazines, and the like to customers 
either in their rooms or elsewhere. He also meets the car of the guest 
and carries his luggage to his room. If a suit needs to be pressed or 
a dress cleaned, the bell boy is often called upon to see that this 
task is performed. 
Porters are considered as housemen; they perform the heavier 
tasks in the hotel. Moving trunks to and from the rooms, changing the 
furniture around in rooms, end keeping the halls clean becomes their 
job. 
Maids are organised under a head maid who inspects the cleaning 
of rooms, the use of supplies, receives complaints of maid service. 
It is the duty of the maid to attend to the cleaning of the rooms* 
The dining room waiter works under the leadership of a head waiter, 
whose Job is to assume the responsibility of the smooth functioning of 
the dining room. He sees that customers receive prompt service of a 
good quality. Waiters have the job of seeing to it that the tables are 
set up, t«Hug orders, serving the food. The charm and grace, easy 
Banners and pleasing disposition displayed by the waiters determines 
whether or not the guest will call for his service upon their return to 
the hotel, and the size of the tip. 
Room service waiters represent the higher skilled and higher paid 
waiter. His service is confined to rooms, serving invalids, older perso , 
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and those guests who either dislike eating in the dining room or prefer 
their meals in bed. He must have knowledge of dietetics and cooking 
since he must often prepare the diets for his guests. If a fishing party 
comes in late at night or a hunting party leaves early m ^ 
he may be called up to fry a steak, make coffee, and prepare other short 
orders. As he possesses the key to the rooms of his guest, he is placed 
under bond to insure against the theft of jewelry and other valuables 
in the rooms. 
The chef cook prepares the menus, special dishes, and attends to 
the decoration of foods. The ordinary cook assumes the responsibility 
of preparing the meals as outlined. It is the duty of the dish washer 
to wash the dishes and keep the kitchen clean. The bus boy sets up the 
meals to be served. 
Thus, we get a picture of the specialised tasks of hotel workers. 
When taken functionally their interrelation becomes prominent. 
The head bell boy may point out good customers to a rookie bell boy, 
who in turn gives the head bell boy a cut on his tips or performs some 
service for him. 
When a bell boy meets the car of a good tipping guest he informs 
his friend, the waiter, who seeks to serve this guest upon coming to the 
dining room. The waiter, upon leaving the kitchen, may bring the bell 
fcoy a slioe of pie or piece of cake. If the guest gives the bell boy 
a suit to carry to the cleaners to be pressed, the bell boy retires to 
tke room of the waiter, presses the suit himself, and keeps the change. 
The ordinary waiter seeks the friendship of the head waiter, 
*111 direct him to good paying customers, or call upon him to make 
additional money by serving special parties. Room service waiters, whe 
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called for room service, find the customer wants ice water, cigarettes, 
or any other such tasks that fall in the realm of the bell boy's job, 
summon their friend to this task. 
When bringing the bags of the guest to and from the room, the bell 
boy will seek the porter with whom he is friendly to perform this task. 
Clothes given to room service waiters to be laundered or pressed are 
often handed over to maids. The maid may wash or iron a shirt for the 
waiter in return for this favor* 
Cooks may receive cigars, stationery, or cigarettes, from bell boys 
in return for a ham sandwich, extra piece of chicken, or ice cream given 
them while on duty. 
Bell boys have what is called a "front" which is a long bench, upon 
which bell boys sit when awaiting calls, and each moves successively up the 
"front" taking turns in answering calls. Every bell boy respects the "front" 
of the other. 
From this analysis one can see the operation of symbiosis between 
domestic servants. The specialized nature of institutional work neces­
sitates an interdependence of the workers. The harmony in which they co­
operate is determined by the nature of their interrelations. 
MOBILITY OF DOMESTIC SERVANTS WITHIN THEIR OCCUPATIONAL PATTERN 
The term mobility denotes movement. There exist two types of mo­
bility, vertical and horizontal. Vertical mobility refers to the movement 
of persons from one bracket to another, one class to another or one occu­
pation to another. Horizontal mobility is concerned with the movement of 
persons from one given place to another. The mobility of domestic ser.ents 
shall be analyzed first on the basis of the income received as the domes­
tic servant moved from one job to anotherj second, on the basx- of the 
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length of tine employed in domestic service; and third, on the basis 
of how long he plans to stay in the field as evidenced by his reasons 
for entering the field* 
Occupational Mobility With Reference to JggQggt Analysis was 
made of the incomes of private and domestic servants as they moved from 
one type of employment to another. The jobs were ranked from their 
earliest type of employment to the present. The earliest type ranked 
as first job, next earliest as second and on to their present job taking 
fourth place. It was found that the weekly incomes received by private 
servants as they moved from one occupation to another remained constant 
whereas the weakly incomes of institutional servants varied. This is 
shown in Chart 23« 
CHART 13 
WRiW INCOME VARIATION OF FRTTkTS SERVANTS 
BY ORDER OF JOBS 
Orc/e,f Of JoA*5 
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The mean incomes of private servants was nine dollars weekly, from 
first to fourth job showing a constant pattern. The mean incomes of 
institutional servants increased as the servant moved from one occupation 
to another as illustrated by Chart 14 below, showing a varying pattern. 
CHART 14 
MEAN INCOME VARIATION OF INSTITUTIONAL 
SERVANTS BY ORDER OF JOBS 
The mean income for first job was twelve dollars, for the second 
job thirteen dollars, for the third job foir teen dollars, and for the 
fourth job fifteen dollars* 
While the incomes of private servants remained constant the in­
comes of institutional servants showed a consistent increase as the 
servant moved from one occupation to another. This variation of in­
comes between the two types of servants is a function of the nature and 
4T 
complexityof the institutional type of work over the private type, 
and the variation of circumstances accompanying the jobs. It is also 
a function of the amount of skill and training one type of servant pos­
sesses over the other type* 
St Domestic Service? As the extent to which 
one is considered mobile is determined by the rapidity of his movement 
from one occupation to another, the length of tenure of the occupation 
becomes important. 
CHART 15 
PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OP 1,518 TKTAS NEGRO DOMESTIC SERVANTS 
ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER (F TSARS IN DOBESTIC SERVICE 
fo 
/Vumlet years 
JLlaoat one helf or <8 per cent of 1,5X8 donestlc worker, etodl.4 
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have been employed up to five years in domestic service. It may be ob­
served in Chart 15 that as the number of years increases above five, 
the per cent of workers decreases. This shows that domestic service 
for a large number of persons does not represent a permanent form of 
employment or a life time occupation. But, the fact that 61 per cent 
of the workers were found to be employed in the field up to eleven 
years shows that if mobility does occur, it operates at a slow rate. 
This dropping off of workers as the number of years increases may not 
be due to the fact that servants are deserting the field for other gain­
ful occupations, but due to the large number of women within its ranks 
who use the jobs as a means to an end. When the end has been reached, 
they return to the confines of their homes. However, analysis of these 
figures as a factor of mobility cannot be made clear until we investi­
gate the extent to which domestic servants themselves regard their em­
ployment as permanent, and plan to remain in this type of service. 
Determination of Continued Occupation in the Field* One of the 
evidences for determining how long the servant plain to remain in the 
field is found in his reasons for entering the field. Workers have many 
reasons for undertaking a particular type of employment. Although these 
reasons vary, they may be classified according to five types. Some en­
ter the field because they have pursued special courses, training them 
for the tasks they perform. They are proficient and skilled in the art 
of performing the job; hence, they undertake certain jobs as their ca­
reer. Some workers use domestic service as a means to an end, that is to 
supplement the family income in order that some desired things may become 
available. Some desirable things are education, household furnishings, 
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and clothes. Another group of workers nay enter donestie service because 
at the tine of enploynent no other type of occupation was available, 
hence, they had no choice. Still another group enter the field because 
they are not prepared for any type of enploynent other than domes tic 
service. Any reasons not within these categories were classified as 
"others." 
The per cent of persons whose reasons fall within these categories 
vary, as shown by Chart 16. 
CHART 16 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OP 1,542 TEXAS NE®0 DOMESTIC SERVANTS 
ACCORDING TO THEIR REASONS FOR ENTERING THE FIELD 
O /o 2o i 
St4 
1 /vccnf 
Cm *cer  
zvc-f 
C//ypre D« rd  •fes  
C-lh/r  UJirk 
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Forty-seven per cent of the 1,542 doaestio workers studied are 
employed primarily to supplement the family income. Their tenure of 
service is dependent upon the increased or decreased ability of the other 
family members to support the family. This group is considered 
temporarily employed because as soon as the other family member or 
members is able to increase their earning capacity, the employment of 
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of this worker is discontinued. There were 20 per cent of the total 
who considered domestic service a career. An additional 10 per cent 
may be included in this group. Whereas the former group nay have 
voluntarily chose domestic service as a career, the latter 10 per cent, 
by virtue of the fact that they are unprepared for other wor3  ̂must 
necessarily pursue the task as a career. The 20 per cent found in the 
field because other work was unavailable may also be considered a 
temporary group, because when other work does become available they may 
desert their present employment. It is possible, that in many instances, 
wherein workers enter the field as temporary workers, after a period of 
years becose permanently employed. We can, however, only rely upon 30 
per eent of the total number of domestic servants studied to remain in 
the field permanently. 
It can then be concluded that domestic servants are not a highly 
mobile group. That by virtue of their income, as they moved from other 
occupational groups to domestic service, the incomes of private servants 
remained constant, that of institutional servants increased at a 
steady rate. Approximately 60 per cent of the domestic servants have 
been employed in the field up to 11 years. A total of 30 per cent ex» 
pressed the intention of remaining in the field. What mobility that 
does exist takes place slowly. 
CHAPTER III 
GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Upon the basis of the analysis and interpretation presented in 
the foregoing chapter a general summary and conclusion may be reached# 
General Summary: An investigation of a sample of 1,583 domestic 
servants in six select areas of Texas was made concerning the sustenance 
position of these servants in the Texas economy. The analysis was con­
structed upon a presentation of the characteristic features of domestic 
service, showing the importance of the occupation as a unit of in­
vestigation, and characteristics of the people it employs. From this 
analysis it was possible to determine the functional role of domestic 
servants, their symbiotic relations and their vertical mobility. 
It was found that domestic service, as an occupational class 
holds second place in the occupational pattern for Negroes in Texas, 
By virtue of the 67 per cent women employed in the field in contrast to 
the 11 per cent men, domestic service is a woman's occupation. 
Recent social changes operating in the economy has caused a 
division of domestic service into private and institutional types of 
employment. Private servants, however, still outnumber those employed 
as institutional servants. 
The domestic servant represents a relatively young worker, show­
ing a mean age of 34 years. The female worker is slightly older than 
the male worker; the mean age for males is 33 years and that for fe­
males, 35 years. The domestic servant represents a married group as 59 
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per cent of the servants showed their marital status to be on this 
level# His education reaches high school level when the total number 
of private and institutional servants are analyzed# Singly, however, 
the institutional servant is mors highly educated than the private ser­
vant, The education of private servants reaches grade school level, 
whereas that of institutional servants reaches high school level# 
The average income for both private and institutional servants 
is $9. A separate analysis of the two types of work shows the insti­
tutional worker to be more highly paid than the private worker# The 
mean income of institutional servants was |15 weekly, whereas that of 
private servants was only weekly# By and large the domestic servant 
is a tenant group as 4.9 per cent of the workers were found renting their 
homes. This tenure of homes may be a function of the low salaries re­
ceived. 
The functional role of domestic servants in the economy is the 
creation or performance of services for others. These services are 
divided into equipment, attendance, food, general service and child care 
tasks. The classes of domestic servants studied performed certain 
of these functions to a greater extent than others. The functions that 
domestic workers perform lay the basis for defining their role# Specific 
roles were attributed to each servant as they cooperated in the per­
formance of interdependent tasks and the creation of services for others. 
Domestic service acts as an interdependent part of the occupation­
al pattern, characteristic of our modern society. It is affected by any 
changes occurring in this pattern. Likewise domestic servants and non 
domestic servants are interdependent; each creates a service that the 
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other can use. The existence of one determines the existence of the 
other; thus they are bound together in a symbiotic unity. Symbiosis 
expresses itself in the interrelation of domestic servants with other 
domestic servants. The services they render for each other often deter­
mine the amount of money they make and the degree of harmony existing 
# 
between them. 
The domestic servant is not a highly mobile group by virtue of 
his income and the extent to which they move from domestic service to 
other occupational groups and vice versa. Whereas the income for pri­
vate servants remained constant as they moved from other occupations 
to domestic service, that for institutional servants increased. Al­
though beyond five years, the number of domestic servants declined 
steadily; nevertheless 61 per cent were found to be employed in the 
field up to U years. Of the total number employed in domestic work, 
30 per cent expressed the intention of remaining in the field perma­
nently. Thus, domestic servants represent a rather constant group, 
mobility occurring only at a slow rate. 
Conclusions? In conclusion it may be said that the sustenance 
position of Negro domestic servants in the Texas economy is an expres­
sion of the functional roles they perform. This role is one of service. 
It may also be said that servants are selected according to age, sex, 
marital status, educational level, and class of work to perform, 
particular service roles. It is apparent that Negro domestic servants 
exist in a symbiotic unity with non-domestic as well as other domestic 
servants. And finally they represent a relatively constant group as 
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Form A Schedule No, Date City 
A* Identification of Domestic Worker 
1# Date of births Month Day Year 
2« Sex: Male Female 3. Marital Status: Single _ 
Separated Widowed Married Divorced 
4. Worker owns home rents home is rooming 
lives with employer 
5. Place of employment: Institution Private 
6. Check the number of years completed in school by the servants 
a .  G r a d e  S c h o o l s  1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 -
be High School: 1-2-3 m A m Graduated ____ 
c. Colleges 1-2-3-4 - Graduated 
d. Graduate Schools 1-2-3-4 - Graduate degree ___________ 
e. Vocational School Type of Vocational School 
1, Salary of present jobs (Check) a. Daily __j b. Weekly ; 
c. Semi monthly : d. Monthly _____ 
B# Occupational Mobility of Domestic Worker 
1. Give the length of time in domestic service work (in years) _ 
a. Total time Successive time Discontinuous time — 
b. Length of time on present job: Years ______ Months 
2. Reasons for going into domestic service work (check) 
a. Career ; b. Supplement family income ; c. Unable to 
find other work ; d. Unprepared to do other work ; 
APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 
e. Other reasons 
f. Do you plan to stay In domestic service work? 
3. In the table below, give the length of time servant has been em­
ployed in other types of employment, type of employment, and weekly 
wage (take these in order; earliest employment first, next earliest 
second, and most recent as last). 





C. Functions of Domestic Servant 
1. Name given worker at place of employment (check) (or write in) 
a. Maid ; b. Cook ; c. Chauffeur ; d. Yardman ; 
e. Waiter ; f. Porter g. Bell boy ; h. laundress ; 
i. Other . — —— 
2. How many other domestic servants work at your place of employment: 
a. Number of Negro workers ; b. Number of white workers — 
3. Check such maintenance tasks as are performed by the worker: 
a. Equipment maintenance: a. Repairs b. Replacements •. ... 
b. Attendance tasks: 
( a )  A t t e n d i n g  b i l l s :  a .  G a s  ;  b .  L i g h t  ;  e .  W a t e r  ;  
d. Taxes ; c. Telephone ; f. Grocery ; g. Other 
( b )  A t t e n d a n c e  t o  f a c i l i t i e s :  a .  F u r n a c e  o r  h e a t i n g  _  
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b. ventilation and safety : c. Messenger j d. Other 
d. Service tasks (check): a. Care of luggage ; b. Serve food ; 
c. Supply ice water : d. Other ____„ 
e. General child care (check): a. Custodial : b. Custodial 
and disciplinary . 
A P P E N D I X  
WORK TAKES 
APPENDIX B (CONTINUED) 
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TABLE II 
NUMERICAL AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE OCCUPATIONS 
OF NEGROES IN TEXAS, 1930 
TYPE OE OCCUPATION NUMBER PER CENT 
Agriculture 166.963 43.0 
Deansstic Service 114.176 29.0 
Manufacturlug 53.690 14.0 
Transportation and Communication 28,953 7.0 
Trade 11,881 3.0 
Professional Service 10.280 3.0 
Public Service 2,238 1.0 
Forestry and Fishing 1,481 0.4 
Extraction of Minerals 1,079 0.3 
Clerical Occupations 1,018 0.3 
TOTAL 389.775 100.0 
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TABLE IH 
NUMERICAL AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE OCCUPATIONS 
OF TEXAS NEGROES BX SEX 
TYPE OF OCCUPATION NUMBER PER CENT 
Male Female Male Female 
Agriculture 135.992 30.971 51.0 25.0 
Manufacturing 90.766 2.9K 19.0 2.0 
Domestic Service 30.274 83.902 11.0 68.0 
Transportation and Communication 28.851 102 10.0 0,1 
Trade 11.110 771 4.0 1,0 
Professional Service 5.255 5.031 2.0 4.0 
Public Service 2.201 37 M .0? 
Forestry and Fishing 1.479 2 1.0 „ »002 
Extraction of Minerals 1.079 0.4 
Clerical Occupations 653 365 0*2 0,3 
TOTAL 365,660 124-, 095 100,0 
100.0 
TABLE IV 
NUMERICAL AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 963 TEXAS 
NEGRO PRIVATE WORKERS 
TYPE OF SERVANT NUMBER 
PER CENT 
452 47.0 









APPENDIX B (CONTINUED) 
TABLE V 
NUMERICAL AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 630 TEXAS 
NEGRO INSTITUTIONAL WORKERS 
TYPE OF SERVANT NUMBER PER CENT 
Porters etcn 190 30-0 
Waiters etct 129 29.0 
Cooks 118 19.0 
Maids 113 18.0 
J anitors 45 7.0 
Others 35 5.0 
TOTAL 630 100.0 
TABLE VI 
NUMERICAL AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 1551 TEXAS 








15-19 43 71 7.0 7,0 
20-24 132 161 23.0 17.0 
25-29 74 141 13.0 15.0 
30-34 79 133 14.0 14.0 
35-39 69 143 12.0 15.0 
40-44 79 127 13.0 13.0 





in 26 49 5.0 5.0 
55-59 14 40 2.0 4.0 
60-64 9 15 2.0 
2.0 




TOTAL 584 967 100.0 
100.0 
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TABLE VII 
NUMERICAL AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 1,545 TEXAS NEGRO 
DOMESTIC SERVANTS ACCORDING TO MARITAL STATUS 
MARITAL STATUS NUMBER PER CENT 
Married 904 59.0 
Single 339 22.0 
Widowed 163 11.0 
Separated 76 5.0 
Divorced 63 A. 0 
TOTAL 1,545 100.0 
TABLE VIII 
NUMERICAL AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 1,253 TEXAS NEGRO 
PRIVATE AND INSTITUTIONAL WORKERS ACCORDING TO EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 
NUMBER PER CENT 
JwUUATlUliiilj LJliVJcii* 
Private Institutional Private Institutional 
Grade School 329 152 29.0 
Hieh School 315 2>?6 tf.o 56,0 
Col 1 ACTA 66 75 9.0 14.0 
1 2 0,1 . 0.4 
14 3 2.0 1.0 
TOTAL 725 528 
100.0 100.0 
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TABLE H 
NUMERICAL AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 1,433 TEXAS 
NEGRO DOMESTIC SERVANTS "BY HOME TENURE 
TYPE OF HOME TENURE NUMBER PER CENT 
Renters 699 49.0 
Owners 425 30.0 
Roomers 254 18.0 
Live with Employer 55 4.0 
TOTAL 1.433 100.0 
TABLE X 
NUMERICAL AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 147 TEXAS NEGRO DOMESTIC 
SERVANTS ACCORDING TO CLASS OF SERVANT AND TYPE OF TASK 
TYPE OF SERVICE 
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
NUMBER PER CENT 
Repairs Replacements Repairs Replacements 
Maids 4 7 
o
 4 u.o 
Cooks 6 13 7.0 21,0 
Porters 36 24 43.0 38.0 
Waiters 
Laundresses 1 3 1,0 5.0 
Chauffeurs 8 6 10.0 10,0 
J anitors 15 18.0 
Yardmen 10 5 12.0 8,0 
Others 4 5 5.0 8.0 
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TABLE XII 
NUMERICAL AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 443 TEXAS 
NEGRO DOMESTIC SERVANTS ACCORDING TO CLASS 
OF SERVANT AND TYPE OF TASK 
TYPE OF SERVICE 
ATTENDANCE TASKS 
NUMBER PEI 1 CENT 
Bills Facilities Bills Facilities 
Cools 57 32 32.0 12.0 
Maids 55 86 31.0 32.0 
Porters 23 84 13.0 32.0 
Chauffeurs 17 20 10.0 8.0 
Yardmen 8 10 5.0 4.0 
Waiters 7 9 4.0 3.0 
Janitors 5 21 3.0 8.0 
Laundresses 1 1.0 
Others 4 5 2.0 2.0 
TOTAL 177 267 100.0 100.0 
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TABLE! XIII 
NUMERICAL AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 518 TEXAS 
NEGRO DOMESTIC SERVANTS ACCORDING TO CLASS 
OF SERVANT AND TYPE OF TASK 
TYPE OF SERVICE FOOD TASKS NUMBER PER CENT 
In Full In Part In Full In Part 
Cooks 230 75 69.0 41.0 
Maids 94 66 28.0 36.0 
Waiters 4 33 1.0 18.0 
Porters 2 3 1.0 2.0 
Chauffeurs 2 8 1.0 4.0 
Others 1 0.3 
TOTAL 333 185 100.0 100.0 
TABLE XIV 
NUMERICAL AND PERCENTAGES DISTRIBUTION OF 218 TEXAS 
NEGRO DOMESTIC SERVANTS ACCORDING TO CLASS 
OF SERVANT AND TYPE OF TASK 
GENERAL CHILD CARE TASKS 
TYPE OF SERVICE 





Maids 61 92 67.0 72.0 
Cooks 24 32 26.0 25.0 
Waiters 3 1 3.0 1.0 
Laundresses 2 1 2.0 1.0 
Yardmen 1 1 1.0 1.0 
TOTAL 91 127 . .100 f0 100.0 
APPENDIX B ( CONTINUED) 
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TABLE X7 
NUMERICAL AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 562 TEXAS 
NEGRO DOMESTIC SERVANTS ACCORDING TO CLASS 
OF SERVANT AND TYPE OF TASK 
TYPE CSF SERVICE SERVICE TASKS 
NUMBER PER CENT 
Food Other i Food Other 
Maids 111 74 38.0 28.0 
Waiters 80 34 27.0 13.0 
Cooks 50 40 17.0 15.0 
Porters 29 62 10.0 23.0 
Chauffeurs 20 22 7.0 8.0 
Laundresses 19 7.0 
Janitors 3 1.0 
Yardmen 1 7 0.3 3.0 
Others 5 5 2.0 2.0 
TOTAL 296 26 6 100.0 100.0 
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APPENDIX B (CONTINUED) 
TABLE XVI 
NUMERICAL AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 1,542 unreal 
NEGRO D0MESTB3 SERVANTS ACCORDING TO THEIR 
REASONS FOR ENTERING THE FIELD 
TYPE OF REASONS NUMBER PER CENT 
Supplement Family Income 727 47*0 
Career 310 20,0 
Other Work Unavailable 305 20,0 
Unprepared for Other Work 148 10.0 
Others 52 3f0 
_______ 1.542 100,0 
TABIE XVII 
NUMERICAL AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 1,518 TEXAS 
NEGRO DOMESTIC SERVANTS ACCORDING TO THE 
NUMBER OF YEARS IN DOMESTIC SERVICES 







6 - 11 349 23.0 
12- 17 209 14.0 
18- 23 136 9,0 
24- 29 50 3.0 
30- 35 32 2.0 
36 And Over 21 1.0 
TOTAL 1.518 1CO.O 
